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ANNUAL REPORT

Omaha Public Library







COMMUNITY COFFEE

University of Nebraska College of Law Career Development (Career Services) Office





STIR TALKS

University of Texas at Austin School of Law



Presenter: Professor Harvey Perlman
Topic: “The Collection and Use of Personally Identifiable Information”
Description: Professor Perlman will discuss the legal challenge of controlling 
the collection and use of personally identifiable data. He will briefly describe 
some of the ways our data is currently being collected and used and the current 
legal landscape of regulation. Then, he will speculate on the prospects for 
further personal control of our data and protection of our privacy.
When: October 8th
Where: Student Lounge
Time: 4:00 p.m. (Snacks and beverages available for relaxation & networking 
beginning at 4 p.m.; Professor Perlman will speak at 4:30 p.m.)



MINI-GOLF

William & Mary Law School



























AUDIO POWERPOINTS

various aall presentations on teaching legal research





IN/OUT SIGNS

University of Nebraska College of Law Admissions Department





SCHMID RESEARCH FELLOWS

Georgetown Law



SCHMID LAW LIBRARY 
PUBLICATION SERIES

University of Texas at Austin School of Law





NEW FACULTY ORIENTATION

Law School Orientation





ORGANIZING RESEARCH USING 
INDEX CARDS

Paul McLaughlin, Florida A & M College of Law



The way that I organize my research is by using index cards. As I find materials I write 

down their Bluebook citation and a summary sentence of what I wanted to pull from 

the source on an index card.

After getting a stack of around 150 to 200 index cards, or the itch to write gets too 

strong to resist, I sort out the index cards as if I was going to use the summaries on 

each card to be a sentence of my article. I then stack the cards up in the order I lay 

them out, with the first of the cards at the top of the stack, and start typing my paper. 

By having pre-Bluebooked my sources on the cards I save a lot of time not having to 

bounce from writing to the Bluebook and back again. The summaries on the cards 

serve as a kind of first rough draft that I work from as I type the article up, which also 

saves me a good deal of time polishing the article.

While the process is time intensive during the research phase, it makes writing go 
much faster. Laying out the cards also allows me to 'see' my paper so that I can go 
back and strengthen areas that are too thin and organize the paper in a way that fit 
the article's topics and subtopics.



SCHMID LAW LIBRARY 
ART SHOW

Downtown Lincoln First Friday Artwalks





OFFICE WHITE BOARDS

Keelan





LIBGUIDES

not just for research 





SMALL PLASTIC TUBS

**HACK**





BOOKMARKS

**HACK & GPO**















REFERENCE BUSINESS CARDS

**HACK**





NAME PLATES

**HACK**





NEW BOOK LISTS

**HACK**





NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK

**HACK**





QUESTIONS?


